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GAMEPLAY SEQUENCE

EXT. TRAFFICKING ENCAMPMENT - EARLY MORNING (TIME: AUTUMN

FUTURE)

EXT. NORTH WEST END - DAY

END GAMEPLAY SEQUENCE

CUT TO:

EXT. SOUTHERN CENTRE - DAY

Surrounding shelters are caving in as fires that cling to

homes are spreading from each other and to the flattened

overgrown patches of grass cutting off paths ways distancing

the houses and closing one corner of the encampment. Embers

are carried, shift and spiral in the air, LOUD CRACKS emit

from the wood as it burns giving off a gentle, orange glow

to half the perimeter of the instalments and violent,

enraged fire from the epicentre billowing dense, black smoke

that screens anything from being seen within it.

A dozen bodies lay on the grounds faced up and downwards,

over half having been stabbed more than once in specific

vitals, blood pooled around them and sputters close by, some

unconscious, or choked, some within their own homes, others

chocking inhaling the smoke they’re unable to out run forced

to an agonizing crawling from broken and splayed legs. Few

circle members are attempting to save their vulnerable,

helpless partners to relentless fires stretching for a hold

on them. Throttle screams of every pitch can be heard from

every distance and after time die down to the left over

panicked ones. A miniscule amount of inhabitants that had

neglected sheets of snow on and around their makeshift

living area was melting, dampening the wood and grass around

creating a shrinking, temporary safe spot, for a brief

moment protecting the combustible wood from ignition

allowing them time to make distance between themselves and

the expanding flames to directions away from their

unreliable habitat.

direction and fix ^

UNKNOWN #1

(attempts to pull knife from

another man)

The man’s head follows the motion, UNKNOWN #1 gives another

hard tug, the knife was wedged, he holds his face to the

ground with his other hand turning it side ways and gives

the knife a few twists and jerking freeing it with an

underlying CRACK accompanied by a WET SOUND, a light stream
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of blood overflows from the gape, Unknown #1’s breathing

hard through his mouth to the point of a loud pant and

letting out raspy, low breaths often obscuring his vision

with condensed air. He comes back up almost doubled over,

crouched low overshadowing the body, both feet besides the

man’s chest, one hand on the ground for support, the other

coiled back next to his head faced forward looking out under

his brows. Squinting he tracks the area in front of him

quickly darting glances between shelters and the spaces

between them seeing no one, he shifts on his pivot around to

stand upright to face behind him, hands close in front of

his chest drawn up beside his jaw, eyes moving rapidly in

all directions, also no one. He presses his lips together

and forces deep breaths through his nose allowing

the SURROUNDING noise to be filtered in staying perfectly

still, he furrows his brows and shuts his eyes

tight crinkling the skin around them, he turns his downwards

in a concentrating demeanour. Moments go by. Then some

more. Unknown #1 holds his breath, there’s no sound of

paces. More beats pass and he lets out his breath opening

his eyes. He drops his arms to his sides and unarcs

his vertebrae stealing a long inhale through his nose and

slowly letting it out through his mouth.

appearance ^ hair? - medium long

He lifts his hand out in front of him and looks disappointed

as he wrings the various blood a few times from his socking

sleeves letting it fall to the ground, speckling his jean

seams and boots, he shook his hands towards the ground

getting rid of the accumulated blood on his hands, then

wiping them on his front and knife on his thigh.

COWBOY SHOT - HOLSTERING KNIFE ON BELT

Revealing the bruising, small cuts, reddening, fresh peeled

skin with blood very gently seeping out, smears and small

spatters around his trebling hands and knuckles.

He turns back to the flames, almost immediately eyes widened

an amount, the corners of his mouth slowly curved down, lips

slightly parted releasing all the AIR he had left very

softly, barley audibly looking anxious at being partly

responsible for the scene.

MONTAGE

-Blackened shelters profusely BURNING, dark smoke is

escaping form all openings and hardly coating the

bright sky, but still draining it with a progressive black

filter.

-Survivors climbing over the relatively steep hill, some

dragging or helping others way.
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-Burnt and burning bodies

CLOSE UP

-Burning, blistering face with charred segments and clear

liquid running down the middle of the parted, crisp

skin SIZZLING and steaming as a fire is still caught on them

from the remnants of the clothes unable to burn at the

same time below them.

-Blood puddles around several mangled corpses

-Lady on her side trying to look at something, but only able

to role her head fractions back and forth on

the ground, immobile from stab wounds to her sides and lower

back directed at the kidneys, she’s holding herself barley

in a obviously futile fetal position it seems

shameful, WHIMPERING and SPUTTERING, struggling to know what

to do with herself and caking the ground around her in a

blood blanket.

TRACKING CRANE SHOT MOVING UP AND ZOOMING OUT - UNKNOWN

#1 STANDING THERE

BACK TO SCENE

Unconsciously bringing his hands together

fidgeting harmfully and desperately with his fingers, he

cranes his head to the ground in front of him and GROANS

while short of breath bringing the back of his hand

up touching it to his lips, sagged over as he wraps an

arm around his stomach, the other comes back down locking in

place over the first. He takes momentarily quick,

panicked, shaky breaths looking from left to right as if

looking for something. His eyes shot up and instantly

became composed, face stoical he began a furtive run to the

general direction of the captives not looking at any of his

victims- it was a straight line left and around the corner.

He doesn’t make much distance as at the first

intersection to the right he stops to watch as a lady is

abruptly forcefully thrown through a hardened shelter door,

splintering and tearing it off from its hinges with

a prominent THUD and CRISP CRACKS emanating from her impact,

she hits the ground hard on her back, stifled the lady gasps

for breath, but only a CROAK develops, mouth opened wide as

if in a silent scream, her back forcefully arched up

writhing, limbs faintly able to work from being stunned only

allowing her lower torso to twist away from the way she

came. Unknown #1’s determined face contorts to one of

confusion cocking his head. Three guys and a lady come out

of the house behind one another all with fists clenched, as

they begin forming a circle around her Unknown #1’s turned
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their way grabbing for a rock in his pack stepping towards

them, drawing his arm back and whipping it back forward

where the rock found the lower forearm of his mark making

one of the smaller bodies kneels down and SHOUT out in pain,

their voice breaking at the end, followed by a

long and forced GUTTERAL GRUNT as he holds the erupted flesh

together. In return they all in sync turned their

attention his way. Unknown #1 never stopped closing the

distance pulling the knife from his sheath. Two burly guys,

of these one had a knife, the other two average framed, the

lady held a knife also. With the gap nearly closed.

UNKNOWN #2

(lunges at an ungodly momentum

from the ground)

In one elegant motion she

effortlessly with inexorable conviction sinks the length

of her knife down to the hilt into the bicep of BURLY GUY

#1 closest to her causing him to let go of the

knife meanwhile reaching with her other hand behind his

head, her own knife leaves the arm and instantly re-enters

through his throat as she fills the rest of the distance

between them going onto her tip toes pulling his head down

harder into the blade, it exits on the other side

silently, all of her never finding a resting point, the

burly guy’s knife didn’t have time to hit the ground before

it was over.

LADY

(sends a warning SHOUT to the

others catching the end)

UNKNOWN #2’s attack plan was coordinated, the knife wasn’t

pulled from Burly Guy #1’s neck because it was slicing

through it to get to LADY next to him faster, Lady had

noticed and leaned back narrowly dodging the knife

aimed outward for her head. Unknown #2 steps in at this time

taking advantage of Lady’s stance placing a hand to her left

shoulder and swinging her left foot wide behind Lady’s left

leg propelling it back into her ankle, as Lady’s foot leaves

the ground Unknown #2 sends her a vile shove, being out of

balance Lady’s body is thrust down torqueing to face

Unknown’s exposed side, with the knife gripped in Lady’s

hand she swiftly sweeps, Unknown #1 lately registering the

arm recedes hers covering up her side, the surprise causing

her to drop the knife and dip her head, turning away as she

moves her forearm into the inside arm connecting

the second weapon just as Unknown balls her fist and using

her full body weight to address a cruel set of knuckles at

Lady’s wrist, the knife nicks Unknown #2’s triceps forward,

then back from the blow reversing the guidance staying

attached to the skin curling almost round to her bicep
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giving a short, strained, restrained, BREATHY and

harsh SCREECH from Unknown #2. Lady hits the ground

relatively hard holding her joint, but knife no longer in

hand, Unknown #2 takes a few backs with a hand over the

wound that continues to let blood flow over the dams

layers made by her slender fingers, she looks warily

between BURLY GUY #2, Lady and AVERAGE GUY with his back to

her. Lady picks the knife back up and joins behind Burly Guy

#2 nearing Unknown.

UNKNOWN #1

(Recovering from being taken

aback)

Shakes his head and advances on Average Guy which snap lifts

a leg launching the knife out of Unknown #1’s hand, he

follows the direction it travels- out of reach, by the

time Unknown #1 looks back his opposition is connecting a

fist to the side of his face, staggering back, then another

to his ribs drawing a GRUNT and gravelly

BLOWING from Unknown #1 becoming lopsided clearly winded.

Average Guy takes the opportunity to release a lethal kick

from his side that Unknown #1 turns into allowing

it to encounter against his chest where he just managed to

catch it before going back down with both arms bent into his

chest keeping the leg there, he used his left arm to go over

the leg and locked it to his side safely letting the other

spin round as far back as it would go, about to follow

through with the depraved attack to break the leg Unknown

#1 noticed Average Guy was doing light hops with both arms

to one side of him above his chest setting up to jump

bringing round the other leg to him, he took a step back

causing Average Guy to lose his plot trying to regain his

balance and Unknown #1 kicked the other leg out from under

him, he swivelled on the way down and wriggled out

of Unknown #1’s hold onto all fours and in a careless,

desperate manner scurried away, feet often not finding

friction slipping away, grabbing hold of Unknown’s knife he

turned back upright towards Unknown #1, armed hand faced out

at him, visibly exasperated, heaving, teeth bared and

generating a LOW GROWL. Average Guy goes forward and swings

the knife a few time, Unknown #1 stepping back out of the

way and round dodging the slicing movement, when the

opportunity comes Unknown #1 moves around to the opening

after a wild swing and puts one THUDDING jab into his

opponent’s left shoulder blade, he gives an OUTCRY and drops

the knife, but from his turned position uses it to build a

speeding back fist Unknown #1 leans away from and

continues using the same turn force to have the next fist

coming that Unknown #1 brings his arm up to bloke, Average

Guy’s other fist comes along and Unknown’s face

contorts, with superfluous force slams his forearm into the

coming arm sending his own and Average Guy’s out wide, he
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steps in with a gruesome elbow into Average Guy’s chin,

there’s a series of CRUNCHING, GAGS, two sharp CRACKS and

muffled, wet RETCHING once it’s unnaturally forced his

entire jaw into his neck, Average Guy’s eyes are shut tight

making exaggerated creases around his face obviously in

severe pain with his quivering hands hovering around the

stressed area, he falls to his knees and Unknown #1 takes a

beat to look at his face mesmerised by the tremor on

his lips before following through callously with a

knee drilling his under jaw, the head is lashed back nearly

raising him from the floor and the limp ragdoll follows

closely behind were he falls hitting his back.

Unknown #1 turns round picking up Unknown #2’s knife with

his left and a ways back collects his rock in his right

turning on his heel to re-establish the others.

UNKNOWN #2

(narrowly escaping savage

attacks)

Lady is whipping her knife at Unknown #2, but she’s

leaning, making tight directional changes, ducking,

blocking, switching stances, faking, duking, bobbing and

weaving inconceivable, accelerated patterns of evasion,

impossibly limber and nimble footed only putting in careful

hits, but being put to extreme exertion distinctively

becoming exhausted, her skin flushed, glistening with

sweat and panting HUSKY BREATHS, chest broadening and

sinking noticeably, eye lids falling low and lifeless,

tired blinking too often being ordered to focus, she could

hardly keep her motor functions organized, mobility reducing

by the second. Her attempts becoming desperate. She looks

scared having made a rare two meters from Lady and Burly Guy

#2. The blood still leaking from her arm. Gritting her

teeth and SEETHING through them suddenly a pang of adrenalin

hits her, eyes widen and pupils dilate, BREATHING becoming

irregularly prolonged and fast, but no longer a pant, she

crouches low, hands on both sides of her, fingers lodging

and clamp into the dirt, one leg wound to spring. Lady

approaches with the knife in her right hand making a

horizontal swish when Unknown #2 without warning

abruptly with explosive aggression propulsions forward at

her making a full rotation thrusting past her unravelling an

outstretched back fist with a ROAR colliding with the back

of Lady’s head letting out a YELP, the one take sequence

continuing so as to form a full body punch brutally meeting

Lady’s left side ribs from behind with a hook,

there’s audible CRUNCHING SNAPS, Lady’s drops the knife at

her side SCREAMING out and Unknown #2 unfazed strenuously

shoves a heel to the back of Lady’s leg, she buckles to her

knees unable to stay up limply leaning forward, almost

over and Unknown #2 clasps the knife mercilessly
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grabbing and lifting Lady’s arm outward causing her to

squirm, Unknown #2 with the ice-pick technique imbeds the

knife into her bicipital aponeurosis until it stops

travelling leaving through her elbow, Lady CRIES out

throwing her head back in Unknown #2’s legs, quickly pulling

out with a SQUELCH Unknown #2 holds the arm outright

forcibly and devastatingly buries it in Lady’s armpit,

vigorously revolving expressing a startling MOAN, almost

severing the limb as blood clouds spray and gush out

in quantity wetting the ground and Unknown #2’s arms, Lady’s

SCREAMING had stopped, but her mouth was still ajar like she

was choking, rolling her head on Unknown #2’s thighs, the

sudden SCUFFLE from behind made Unknown #2 whip round

throwing the knife in Burly Guy #2’s direction, he flinches

and brings his arms up to protect his face, the blade hits

him with the butt, lowering his arms to find Unknown #2 on

her knees, head pulled back, baring her teeth, building a

GROWL with a vice grip in a rear naked choke on Lady

and jerking. Again, Burly Man #2 frantically goes to his

fiend’s aid, but Unknown #2 hears him, twisting her body to

him never letting go of Lady tries to kick out his knees

landing one hit on his thigh that didn’t slow him any, he

grabbed Unknown #2 by the collar letting her off

Lady and lifting her up away from him, she initiates a

series of punches and elbows at his arms, but Burly Guy

#2 sends her flying into a bank about three meters away

where she arrives breathless again.

UNKNOWN #1

(starts a run up)

Burly Guy #2 looks down at Lady, overwhelming anguish on his

face. His entire body tenses up shooting daggers at

Unknown #2. Unknown #1 throws the rock in a baseball

pitching style skimming Burly Guy’s arm, he turns on him,

fists spasming from tight flexing. Unknown #2 supporting

herself back up on her elbow and running at Burly Guy #2,

last second as she impacts him attempting a tackle around

his waist he dive bombs over her locking his hand to this

wrist through both sides of her torso, wrenching her side to

side and tugging up going for a break, compressing and

constricting sharp exhalations with SHRILLS in a lost voice.

Unknown #1 steps in and Burly Guy #2 whiplashes her at his

presence, it’s a close call as she’s set in motion past

him were he dodges the flailing body rebounding, rolling

and landing on the ground behind, both him and Burly

Guy #2 go at each other, Burly Guy #2 begins a right hook

which Unknown #1 steps into closer striking the right

shoulder joint ending the move, Burly Guy #2’s left hand is

coming to scoop his back getting closer, Unknown #1 breaks

out a defensive front kick and Burly Guy #2 staggers back,

but still unyielding rolling his arms and returning.

Unknown #2 is able to look up confused, finding it odd, two
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people fighting within the camp from nowhere tagging in her

fight, she’s a minimal hanging jaw. Unknown #1 sighting her

almost vertical just watching and on end catapults the knife

over his head covertly so’s to not give her away putting in

a few quick jabs and pushing in her direction staying Burly

Guy #2’s front attention averted, the knife skidding to her

feet she retracts away her legs into her body almost doing a

side run up the hill, but the ground hasn’t enough friction,

she pushes mud down the bank involuntarily, instinctively

holding an arm out at the ricocheting blade turtling her

neck into her shoulders, she’s looking to it and back at

Unknown #1 disconcerted, noticing the

clear irreproachable, sincere trajectory she promptly lifts

her self to hastily help fight back. Unknown #1 is taking

firm blows, now utterly discombobulated, his guard though up

serving no purpose, he’s at the mercy of Burly Guy #2.

BURLY GUY #2

(throws himself, hard)

At Unknown #1, they both go down with Burly Guy #2 on top

pummelling him, Unknown #1 reaches out to Burly Guy #2’s

collar pulling him in a clinch making awkward punching

angles and buying time, but Burly Guy #2 has a hand to

Unknown #1’s side pushing away and with a forearm pressing

down against his throat for control, it doesn’t take long

for him to let go CAUGHING. Burly Guy #2 sniffs once, then

twice facing forward and his eyes laser focus as he sits up

side slipping left using this momentum converting it into a

sloppy, but well time barrel roll a ridiculous few

meters anticipating what’s to come. Unknown #2 plummets down

replacing Burly Guy #2’s spot straddling Unknown #1, the

knife descending ice pick style full force beside his head

submerging in the soil, her body stopping inches apart from

Unknown #1’s, registering the face, what just

happened catching up with her, she softly GASPS, blinking

hard, her immense, wild eyes pulled up, the contours of

her lips settle back together and directed down becoming

pronounced ever so slightly, marginally open,

they’re faintly chapped with numerous cracks filled with

micro blood streams, her latest behaviour draining the

colour from her face and intimidating glare lightening her

features, only into urgent dismay, lifting

slowly scanning him up and down once there’s remorse

overtaking all of her becoming increasingly rigid, her face

clouds over and seizes expressing in thought seeming as

though she’s afraid to move her hands like she’s

unpredictable. Becoming aware she searches for

something between his eyes apologetically, her discomfort

spreading at his prolonging perplexed looked, but his stun

only happened after she started showing consideration and he

catches himself out from the staring. She’s waiting for

something to end her uneasiness, Unknown #1 gives her a
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reassuring smack on the arm she recoils from with a

comforting, monotone CRY. She looks at him

expectant, he presses his lips together and both corners of

his mouth comically flick up defiantly, she looks at him

unamused in return maintaining eye contact, he

laughs through his nose fleeting, soothe

exhalations suppressing a smile, her composure falters and

there’s an inking of a smile, Unknown #2 looks at nothing in

the grass to her right and Unknown #1 straggles from under

her when there’s brisk stomping. Like an athlete Unknown #2

is on her marks about to push off, but Unknown #1 has other

intentions, quickly sitting upright placing both hands on

her shoulders and projects her away from the sound, the

knife going with her, she quickly finds footing making for a

dash along the middle of the intersections, Unknown #1

doesn’t have time to see where and something’s got him flat

again on the ground, Burly Guy #2 has him pinned again, but

this time has both hands behind Unknown #1’s back pulling

him in, Unknown #1 two hands pressed on his chest, Burly Guy

#2’s got his mouth open wide and chomping at the air in

front of Unknown #1’s face with loud, low CLINCKS, the gnaw

in his teeth freighting him gravely making him CALL OUT in

shear terror, nearing his throat by centimetres Unknown

#1 was so helpless he turned his head away from the

animalistic iniquity transpiring, a ROAR from Burly Guy #2

into Unknown #1’s ear forces him to face the unwanted,

savage nightmare, the desperation and sudden lack of

partner was beginning to enrage him, letting out an

unrepressed, resounding ROAR pushing up and suddenly he saw

red, left hand holding him in place, the other slamming into

his mouth splitting his lips and knocking some teeth into

his mouth, consecutively loading more in the general

surface, Burly Guy #2 tries moving away, but Unknown #1 has

his legs crossed behind his back relentlessly using this

upper hand. Burly Guy #2 lifts him into the air and Unknown

#1 grabs behind his shirt to keep balance, Burly Guy #2

drops back down hitting Unknown #1’s back on the ground

letting go of him, Burly Guy #2 turns taking slow steps away

managing the pain, then back, Unknown #1 is back up going

for him. Burly Guy #2 after him gets a left jab blocked, but

makes a clattering palm to Unknown’s ear drum, there is a

high frequency BEEP also muffling other sounds. Burly Guy #2

grabs Unknown #1 around the chest placing his arms to his

sides to finish him, giving one continuous squeeze, the

sound of Unknown’s spine POPPING and AIR escaping all at

once can be heard nearly removing the life from him. Like

elastic Unknown #1’s head shoots at Burly Guy #2 squarely on

the nose, the cartilage can be heard dislodging, he lets go,

blood spouting from his nose and Unknown #1 rising off the

floor takes a beat before going back in. As Unknown #1 goes

for it there’s an explosive, jolting CRACK and

instant swift, trailing a SWISH from fiction in

the air preceding a horrific, deep, embedded CRACKING,
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something pierces through Burly Guy #2’s forehead caving it

in with a wet sloshing causing the blood vessels in his eyes

to explode, the blinding pressure displaces a percentage

of the liquids outward peppering Unknown #1’s face,

unnerving him. Shortly after Burly Guy #2 bites the dust.

Crouching away at once, arms bracing his head in a cage

performing hesitant unsure paces to the none existent

safety, he’s in the open, isolating him, too far from a

junction for cover, looking opposite the homing projectile’s

trail, Unknown #1 finds the person guilty is Unknown #2

standing by the door she came through with a hunting

slingshot in hand, but it’s been redrawn and aim at him.

Unknown #1 seems dazed and looks remarkably afraid, hands

held out close in front of his diaphragm reassuringly, but

pleading. The air completely stills, Unknown #1 notices she

seems to be considering him. This frightens him even more,

the distress inching along stuttering, THROATY sounds under

his breath. Unknown #1 and Unknown #2 stay like this for an

extended time. She drifts her gaze catching onto his

extended hands, the camera CUTTS HIS HEAD from the frame,

there’s a CLOSE UP analysing the recent damage to them, then

the blood smear wipes criss crossing on his front, mindful

hands printed many times with differing transparencies in

the same go to area for the wiping rub down and across, a

final CLOSE UP of the blood running along the

fabric and dripping off his sleeve elbows, the weight of the

liquid yanking the fabric down. Unknown #2 looks

left over her arm down to the floor where Average Guy lies

sprawled, heels to back looking at his jaw, she seems

greatly disturbed for the while she’s hooked to the slipped

disk brought behind its siblings, feeling sick she presses a

hand over her mouth and swallowing, she shudders becoming

dismissive while decompressing the elastic giving a quick

expressionless look back at Unknown #1 briefly, he lets out

a SIGH of relief and put his hand on his knees for a few

breaths. slipping the sling handle first down her back

pocket and pocketing the ammunition in her minimally

stuffed parka’s mid torso pocket, her arm inclines into the

hollow frame of the door’s arch disclosing a medium

size mountaineering bag and walking way, she slips it on

adjusting the right arm loop comfortably and reaching her

arms across intercepting each other until they can’t push

anymore and does this a quick time more securing the bag on

her symmetrically, then fastens both straps firmly into her

lithe, meagrely scrawny frame. He loosely trails behind

scooping up his knife on the way, taking wide strides he

catches up to Unknown #2, but not out pacing or letting her

out of his line of sight, she stops and goes to him placing

a hand on his back and grabbing his arm she spins him around

giving a light, innocent push to the centre of his spine,

he’s made to move a few steps in a counter productive

direction, she gestures with an open hand next to her body
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out in the direction of the storage area leaving him be,

Unknown #1 acts up confused turning back to her, she

restores a hand on his shoulder and again turns him hinting

to the supplies again only half attempting to redirect him,

she throws her hand up limply, doesn’t wait for a change and

is on her way, they walk with a separating distance

occasionally stealing glances and looking down junctions

closest to them. About a short, but lengthy distance from

being around the corner to the cages Unknown 1 is

stupefied at her lingering presence nervously rubbing his

hands together for warmth and blowing air into them, (it

only made sense to go away from the direction she was headed

seeing as she was retreating to the cage’s location when she

had already made good distance outward from the cages) <---

(YOU KNOW THIS FROM THE GAMEPLAY YOU WERE IN, CUTSCENE

BEFORE ENTERING GAMEPLAY THAT INCLUDED A ESTABLISHING SHOT

AND SHOT OF THE CAMP, THEN A CLOSER VIEW OF YOUR OBJECTIVE

INSIDE- THE CAGES), nonetheless he continues with an eye

out the same bee line parallel to hers, but they’re clearly

not following each other, they both walk like they have

somewhere to go, her and his decisive steps gain her

attention soon after, she slightly looks to him and

promptly faces forward, peeking at him to not raise

awareness, confused at the resembling foot

work shadowing her route, looking behind her and back at him

in an impatient manner laced with annoyance, she slows down

as does he, they both share a suspicious coinciding profile

and their posture changes to an uneasy one at the second

ape, steps now calculated. They both halt turning to each

other, almost hostile, studying every nook and cranny the

other possessed, their fists clenching. There’s long,

tension building scowled glaring. The staring doesn’t stop

and neither of them does anything about it, after a while

fear induces them and they both wait on each other for

something. faint voices cut the tense

interaction

*UNFINISHED*

----------------------------------------------------

redirect pale white wavy, unkempt, raven hair,

strategically short, cut almost evenly matching most of her

physical appearance. It’s shorter than Unknown #1’s (express

this somehow without creating a romantic interest. Make sure

it’s plutonic) incredulously wane

mid 2 shot child waddling in the high

traffic checking for sick and compartmentalising

pulling them off to her side promulgate

break into a sprint hay caught fire horse

stables release lead to supplies patiently wait

horse truancing tension a saddle in the woods map

ride Unknown #1’s camp

his eyes widened an amount


